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ABSTRACT 

The descriptive orchestral music of American composer George Whitefield 

Chadwick (1854-1931) follows a progression from the Symphonic Sketches (1895-1904) 

to Tarn O'Shanter (1915). Chadwick incorporates French, Russian, and radical German 

musical ideas into his earlier conservative romantic approach, resulting in a new and 

individual style. Tarn O 'Shanter represents the culmination of this descriptive style. 

This study will attempt to identify traits and characteristics in Chadwack's 

descriptive orchestral music, and by doing so, will help conductors and other musicians 

identify works as they relate to his different style periods. The symphonic ballad Tarn 

O 'Shanter will be studied in depth to demonstrate the culmination of this style. 
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INTRODUCTION 

George Whitefield Chadwick (1854-1931) was one of the finest composers of the 

Second New England School, a group of composers representing the early attempts at 

orchestral composition in the United States. His progression from conservative 

symphonist to a master of orchestral description and color mark Chadwick's contribution 

to the field of composition. This document will discuss the descriptive orchestral writing 

of George Whitefield Chadwick. A progression of descriptive elements and style can be 

observed by studying the compositions leading up to Tarn O 'Shanter, Chadwick's 

penultimate, and arguably, finest composition in the orchestral genre. Throughout the 

period from 1905 {Symphonic Sketches) to 1915 {Tarn O'Shanter), Chadwick's style 

progressed from a conservative German approach to a more individual style, 

incorporating contemporary French and Russian elements. The symphonic ballade. Tarn 

O Shanter, will be studied in depth to demonstrate elements of this descriptive style. The 

analysis of this work will include textural relationships to form, tempo, melody, harmony 

and orchestration. Special attention will be given to factors which influence matters of 

interpretation and performance. 

Tarn O 'Shanter is largely considered to be Chadwick's last major work in the 

descriptive orchestral genre. Thus, other works, especially those from his first style 
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period, will only be given cursory attention, except to reinforce certain stylistic elements 

important to the later descriptive style. 
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CHAPTER 1 

BRIEF BIOGRAPHY AND OVERVIEW OF WORKS 

George Whitefield Chadwick was bom on November 13, 1854 in Lowell, 

Massachusetts to a family of modest means. His father was a carpenter tumed insurance 

agent. His mother died less than one week after George was bom, which resulted in his 

formative years being spent with relatives in Boscawen, New Hampshire. After his father 

remarried, George returned to his home at the age of three to continue his upbringing 

along with his older brother, Fitts Henry. 

George Chadwick's early musical education was largely dictated by the musical 

traditions in New England. This included congregational and family music making, 

public school music classes, and guidance from his brother Fitts Henry, fourteen years his 

senior. 

There were of course no professional musicians in the Chadwick family. 
But the Boscawen musical farmer (George's father) for ten years taught a singing 
class. After their marriage, the Chadwick's organized a little chorus and 
orchestra... .Keyed instruments were a great rarity. Yet the Chadwick home 
possessed such a prize in the shape of a "Newhall" square piano on which Fitz 
Henry at an early age began to play. Fitz Hemy was musical. More than that, he 
had a taste for good music. From him, George received his first lessons on the 
piano, and with him he later learned to know the four-hand arrangements of 
Beethoven's Symphonies. When George was fifteen, he had picked up enough 
about organ playing from his brother to substitute for him at church in Lawrence.' 

' Carl Engel, "George W. Chadwick," Musical Quarterly 10 (1924): 441-442. 
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George quit high school in 1871 to work for his father's insurance company. This 

also seemed to provide inspiration for further study, as the years 1872-1875 saw 

increased study; keyboard with Carlyle Petersilea, Eugene Thayer, Dudley Buck and 

George Whiting, and harmony with Stephen Emery. Most of these men received their 

musical education in Germany, a fact that would have a profound influence on Chadwick. 

Chadwick's love for music began to take precedence over his duties as an 

insurance clerk. The inevitable break with his father occurred in 1876 when he received a 

position at Olivet College in Michigan as head of the music department. 

Theodore Presser, then but a young pianist of promise, who had 
befriended Chadwick, recommended him to President Butterfield of Olivet 
College for the position of "head of the music department," just vacant.... 
Chadwick was head and rump of his department. He taught the piano, the organ, 
and harmony; he led the choir and glee club; he gave weekly organ recitals; he 
lectured on musical aesthetics and history—each lecture requiring a hasty 
gathering of knowledge which he could pass on to his listeners.^ 

Chadwick was able to save enough money to leave this position after one year and 

travel to Germany. At this time, Germany was considered the best place for an aspiring 

composer to study. According to Engel: 

With the exception of Arthur Foote, every American composer of Mr. Chadwick's 
generation, and most of the serious students of music in America, regarded as 
incomplete a musical education which did not include a year or more spent in 
studying or hearing music in Europe, especially in Germany. Leipzig. Berlin and 
Munich were the three principal points of attraction.^ 

Chadwick took the opportunity to smdy in all three of these major musical centers. He 

first studied counterpoint in Berlin with Karl August Haupt. Feeling a lack of emphasis 

- Ibid., 443. 
' Ibid., 444. 
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in orciiestration, Chadwick then traveled to Leipzig where he became a student of 

Salomon Judassohn and also studied with Carl Reinecke. An additional benefit while in 

Leipzig was Chadwick's ability to attend rehearsals and concerts of the Leipzig 

Gewandhaus Orchester, some conducted Johannes Brahms This undoubtedly added to 

his immersion in the German conservative style. After a short stay in Dresden, Chadwick 

rounded out his European study in 1879 with Joseph Rheinberger in Munich. He was 

also exposed to the music and ideologies of Richard Wagner during this time while 

studying conducting and score reading. "Thus Chadwick was not entirely isolated from 

the music of the future."^ 

Before his move to Munich, however, Chadwick spent the summer of 1879 in the 

company of a group of visual artists led by the American painter Frank Duvenek. "In 

associating himself with these Duvenek Boys, as they were later called, Chadwick was 

himself, especially at the inception of his career as a creative personality, not so much an 

isolated musician as a fellow artist."^ His association with this group resulted in trips 

through Germany and France, including a stay in Givemy, the home of Monet. These 

experiences provided Chadwick with a deeper appreciation of visual art, and provided an 

alternative to the German artistic mold in which he had been immersed for the past two 

years. This sununer of "Bohemian lifestyle" may have had a profound influence on 

Chadwick, especially with regards to his later descriptive style. 

* Victor Yellin, Chadwick: Yankee Composer (Washington D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press. 
1990), 38. 

' Ibid., 35. 
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Chadwick also had personal successes on the concert stage while a student in 

Germany. Besides regular student recitals and concerts, his Second String Quartet and 

Rip Van Winkle Overture received professional performances. {Rip Van Winkle Overture 

preceded his return to Boston with a performance by the Harvard Music Association). 

Upon returning to Boston in 1880, Chadwick played organ and began teaching 

harmony and composition privately to subsidize his composing. His successes with Rip 

Van Winkle undoubtedly helped him build a reputation and gain students. One of his first 

students was Horatio Parker, who would become a close friend. He received a position 

from the New England Conservatory of Music in 1882, the start of a long relationship 

with this prestigious music school. He was appointed as Director of the New England 

Conservatory in 1897, remaining there with joint administrative and faculty duties until 

his retirement in 1930. During his stewardship, the school became one of the finest 

musical training centers m the United States. His class assignment included teaching 

courses in harmony, counterpoint, composition and orchestration. A few of his 

successful students include Frederick Converse, Edward Burlingame Hill, Arthur Farwell, 

and William Grant Still. As an educator he left a legacy, not only in his teaching and 

insightful administration, but also as the author of a theory book. Harmony: A Course of 

Study. This text was long considered a standard until replaced by Walter Piston's 

stalwart text in 1935. 

Chadwick also had duties as the co-conductor of the Conservatory Orchestra. 

According to a former student: 



(We) were... made to read his new works before they went into rehearsal with 
the Boston Symphony and other orchestras. In this way, we were the first to let 
him hear "Tam O'Shanter," to my mind the most important of his later works.^ 

Chadwick also conducted professionally, although most of these engagements 

occurred early in his career. Appointments of note include serving as music director of 

the Springfield and Worcester Festivals during the 1890s. These positions enabled him to 

learn a varied repertoire from abroad as well as from his American contemporaries. He 

also appeared as a guest conductor with the Boston Symphony and other professional and 

semi-professional orchestras in the Boston area on the occasion when one of his works 

was programmed. 

As a composer, Chadwick was one of the finest to come from the United States 

during this era. Music historians place him in the group known as the Second New 

England School. (The First New England School represents William Billings and the 

singing school masters of the late 1700s). The latter group, variously referred to as the 

Boston Group, New England Group, or Boston Classicists, represented the bulk of the 

serious music being produced in the United States from approximately 1875-1915. The 

founder of the group was Boston composer and Harvard professor John Knowles Paine. 

Other members of this group include Chadwick's student Horatio Parker, Amy Marcy 

Cheny Beach, and Arthur Foote. A study of the music of these composers will reveal a 

varied output, but most works are recognizable by a conservative approach to the 

Romantic genre. Needless to say, this began with the idealization and study of the 

^ Allan Lincoln Langley, "Chadwick and the New England Conservatory of Music," Musical 
Quarterly 2\ (1935): 44. 
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conservative German romanticists. As mentioned above, most of these American 

composers, and many in the succeeding generation as well, studied in Germany. Given 

this, along with the fact that many of the professional musicians in New England were 

from Teutonic stock, it is easy to see why the ideals of German musical aesthetics were 

so highly regarded. 

The resultant music was far from a mere German imitation, however. Each 

composer brought their own experiences to their art, along with a shared New England 

heritage. The results were an intriguing mixture of German craft along with the 

sensibilities and humor of New England tradition. 

It was not easy for these American composers to determine the musical style in 
which to write. They knew their decision would have consequences both for 
themselves and possibly for American art music. In the end, they created their 
own musical identities through a succession of choices for which few American 
guides existed. The composers were not bom into an environment of inherited 
criteria for writing a symphony, a string quartet, or a grand opera. Thus, the 
necessity for making choices that included European styles was unavoidable.^ 

Chadwick was like many of the Second New England School in that he allowed 

his musical style to evolve. This was most likely the result of his activities as a teacher 

and conductor, as exposure to the contemporary music of the period was inevitable. He 

never lost the classical ideal of beauty in form, however, although his music progressed to 

a more emotional romantic approach. 

.And as Paine and Chadwick continued to write, their tendencies were toward the 
romantic: an increase of emotionally over rationally conceived passages, a greater 
disposition to follow feeling and fancy over the demands for systematic thinking 

' Nicholas Tawa, The Coming ofAge of American Art Music: New England's Classical 
Romanticists, Contributions to the Study of Music and Dance, No. 22, (New York: Greenwood Press, 
1991), 59. 
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and tidy forms, an increased experimentation with music of progranunatic 
meaning over that of abstract intent.® 

Chadwick's output was extremely versatile and covered nearly every area of 

composition, with the exception of concertos or other pieces for solo virtuosic display. 

His orchestral compositions include several concert overtures, three symphonies, three 

"symphony-like" works {Symphonic Sketches, Sinfonietta, and Suite Symphoniquej, four 

symphonic poems {Cleopatra, Aphrodite, Tarn O Shanter and Angel of Death), over 

twenty works for chorus and orchestra and many works for solo voice and orchestra. His 

seven stage works run the gamut from burlesque to verismo opera. His chamber music 

includes five string quartets, a piano quintet, and well over one hundred solo songs. His 

list of works also includes many solo works for organ and piano. 

George Chadwick's musical style can be categorized as conservative, yet subject 

to experimentation and flights of fantasy. 

There is a continual duality in Chadwick's creativity: in the direction of the 
furthering of old and the investigation of new techniques, the adherence to serious 
art and the inclusion of popular and folk music, and the security of the tried and 
true and the excitement of novelty.... Chadwick fused imagination with a nicely 
honed judgment of what gestures are appropriate for sounds having artistic 
integrity. To portray scenes, he may apply kaleidoscopic harmonies and rhythms 
like the discontinuous brush strokes and thick palette-knife applications of some 
impressionist painters. At the same time, the continuing solidness of structure 
marks him as a composer belonging to the New England group. When he permits 
luminous orchestrations or glaring juxtapositions of highly contrasted passages to 
ignite his music, he still retains a certain preciseness of tonal organization and 
meticulous delineation of melodic-rhythmic patterns that are characteristic of the 
New England composer.' 

® Ibid., 59-60 
' Ibid., 104-105. 



In summation, the career and music of George Chadwick was influenced by a 

variety of outside factors. His early study in Germany resulted in a command of form 

and strict adherence to the "rules" of composition. Other experiences enabled him to add 

to his palette, however. Even going back to his student days, it is apparent that he was 

interested in other elements, such as visual art, and the French style. By the time 

Chadwick had become the Director of the New England Conservatory in 1897, he was 

developing his own mature style, based largely on the early German strictures, but spiced 

with elements of an individual style. During the subsequent years, he would develop a 

style that can be recognized as identifiably "Chadwickian." 
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CHAPTER 2 

CHAD WICK'S DESCRIPTIVE ORCHESTRAL STYLE 

Chadwick's orchestral compositions can be categorized in two style 

periods. His first period, roughly fi-om 1879 {Rip Van Winkle) to 1895 , shows a large 

influence from the conservative German romanticists. This is not surprising considering 

his educational background. However, his music demonstrates more than a mere copying 

of German tradition. Yankee wit and humor pervades Rip Van Winkle, while the 

Symphony No. 2 in B- flat (1883-1884) demonstrates his signature use of pentatonic, or 

gapped scale devices, and experimentation with cyclic return of material. His later more 

descriptive style is represented by the Symphonic Sketches and the symphonic poems. 

It is quite a shift from the conservative symphonies to descriptive symphonic 

poems. Chadwick never considered himself a member of the radical school, however. 

Rather, this shift can be seen as a natural process of the evolving orchestral composer. 

Indeed, Chadwick's orchestral music can be used to demonstrate his compositional 

thought-process. 

Mr. Chadwick is first and foremost a symphonic composer. The orchestra is the 
medium he prefers to all others. In it he expresses himself most ftxlly, most 
happily. He thinks and hears orchestrally. His instrumental methods are not mere 
borrowed devices. They are the outcome of a distinctive instrumental 
imagination. Persons, moods, actions, are translated into orchestral sounds of 
contour, color and meaning. For "Tam O'Shanter" chased by a host of devilish 
imps, for the "Angel of Death" spreading his wings protectingly, for the 
impassioned worshippers of "Aphrodite," for pictures as varied as they are vivid, 
Mr. Chadwick finds orchestral representation that is definite and telling. 

Engel. "George W. Chadwick." 452. 
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Still, it is somewhat puzzling why Chadwick stopped writing symphonies after his 

Symphony No. 3 in 1893. It was certainly not due to a lack of success in the genre. 

Although his Symphony Mo. 1 is considered a student work, and has not been published, 

the two subsequent symphonies were major successes for the young composer. The 

Symphony No. 2 received rave reviews and a respectable number of performances. 

As in Chadwick's other orchestral works, his native, natural sense of 
instrumental sonority and driving rhythms dominates the mere tonal and thematic 
organization. The skillful execution of the required four movement structure in 
the traditional sequences of tempo and mood—rhetorical, comedic, elegiac, and 
triumphant—notwithstanding, the symphony's chief attraction lies in its notable 
American melody and the kaleidoscopic orchestral sounds that propel it. These 
qualities were not hidden from contemporary audiences." 

Chadwick's Symphony No. 3 was also very successful, winning the National 

Conservator>' prize in 1893. "It was Dvorak himself who sent Chadwick the news that 

his Third had won the prize." Interestingly, Chadwick never wrote another piece titled 

"symphony" after this. 

Contemporary with the composition of the symphonies are several works that 

have a descriptive purpose. In fact, Chadwick's first composition was such a work. Rip 

van Winkle Overture. This work represents Chadwick's attempt at writing a concert 

overture in the German romantic tradition. 

Doubtless, Rip's easy going personality, the mystical elements, and the 
romantic setting also found sympathetic responses in his Leipzig mentors. 
Salomon, Judassohn and Carl Reinecke. For although the story was authentically 
American, it rang many German romantic changes, especially those whose 
musical metaphors had long since been explored by composers of such as Weber, 

" Yellin, Chadwick: Yankee Composer, 93 
Ibid., 96. 
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Mendelssohn, and Wagner: the mountain forest, the fairy atmosphere, and the 
ghastly crew of seamen.... Rip van Winkle was heard by many German critics as 
"original," "charming," and "bustling." Its orchestration, particularly, was 
praised for its color and effectiveness, which to the critics sounded fresh and 
healthy.'^ 

Also important to the formative years of Chadwick's descriptive style were three 

overtures to the Greek muses. They serve as a study in mood setting as each these works 

focus on one of the muses. Chadwick's overture to the muse of comedy, Thalia (1882), 

demonstrates Chadwick's light and humorous style. Melpomene (1887) is one of 

Chadwick's more serious scores, representing tragedy. Rounding out this collection of 

works is the representation of the muse of music, Euterpe (1903). Rather than providing 

portraits of the muses, or alluding to Greek mythology, "Chadwick was merely indicating 

the general affect of his compositions-comedy, tragedy, and music-by using the names 

of the muses as symbols; thus, the muses refer not so much to Greece and Rome as to 

Chadwick's own feelings."''* 

Chadwick's move away from abstract composition can best be demonstrated by 

examining the Symphonic Sketches, written between 1895 and 1904. The use of the term 

"sketches" in the title can be seen as evidence of a paradigm shift in his compositional 

thought-process. While it is unclear if he was trying to tell specific stories, Chadwick 

seems to have used the term to denote a visual sketch. Thus, the Symphonic Sketches can 

be seen as a series of four pictures, or "snapshots." 

. . .  t h e  e x t r a m u s i c a l  q u o t i e n t  o f  Sketches echoes such American artifacts as 
Currier and Ives prints, derives from the same sources as the works of the Ashcan 

Ibid., 134, 136. 
" Ibid., 152. 
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school of painters, and parallels the realism of such authors as William Dean 
Ho wells and Stephen Crane. 

In addition, the possible influences by other "picture/portrait" composers should not be 

overlooked, particularly the works of the French impressionists and those of Russian 

composer, Modeste Mussorgsky. 

Also worthy of note is the literary component to the work. Chadwick titled each 

movement (I. Jubilee, 11. Noel, III. Hobgoblin, and IV. A Vagrom Ballad). To further 

enhance the visual image, each movement is preceded by a short poem or phrase. The 

first, second and fourth movements are prefaced by lines from Chadwick's own pen, 

while the third movement is preceded by a line from Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's 

Dream. These titles and poetic references surely provided a departure for descriptive 

writing. Such an example can be directly inferred from the opening poem to Jubilee: 

No cool gray tones for me! 
Give me the warmest red and green, 
A comet and a tambourine. 

To paint my Jubilee! 

For when pale flutes and oboes play. 
To sadness I become a prey; 
Give me the violets and the May, 

But no gray skies for me! 

The above text relates the mood, instrumentation, color, and even the fact that he 

considered this a "painting." The opening of this movement also shows the influence of 

" Ibid., 115. 
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Antonin Dvorak with a strong rhythmic sense, emphasis on melody and use of percussion 

instruments (Example 2.1 ). 

I. 
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Example 2.1. Symphonic Sketches, mvt. 1, meas. 1-6. 
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Indeed Chadwick may have written the first example of an "American" dance in this 

movement, based loosely on the model of Dvorak's two sets of Slavonic Dances. 

Chadwick even adds a distinctly "new world" touch with the addition of a habanera 

rhythm to accompany the second theme (Example 2.2). 

~ ~ ---... ·- - - ... ~ ... -· -- --
'~Viol. p pcantn.lnle 

,. ~~ - ::;:... -:j-:.i_~ p- :;_./ :;.., ~ - ;..-==-- . 

, ~ ~==-- ii--- -.:t. _..,, 1' ~ ~ ~ ~ 

==-"- ===-- v ~- p 

' ==-"- ==-- '-' p 

Example 2.2. Symphonic Sketches, mvt. 1, habanera rhythm, meas. 60-67. 

The two inner movements of Symphonic Sketches are examples of mood setting, 

a skill Chadwick mastered in earlier works. The last movement, however, clearly reveals 

Chadwick' s emerging new style. The fourth movement of the Symphonic Sketches, titled 

A Vagrom Ballad, illustrates Chadwick writing of an action sequence. The movement 

represents a hobo pantomime, popular during the 1890's. After an introduction, probably 

the rise of the curtain, the hobo appears, represented by a bass clarinet cadenza (Example 
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2.3). The unusual choice of unaccompanied bass clarinet indicates a clear departure from 

the conservative German tradition. Depiction of specific action is not clear, but it can be 

assumed that a contemporary audience, many of whom had seen such vaudeville acts, 

would be able to relate to the composer's intentions. 

Example 2.3 Symphonic Sketches, mvt. 4, bass clarinet cadenza, meas. 10. 

A Vagrom Ballad progresses in a series of accelerating sections, each ending with 

comical interruptions. Using this theatrical format as a model, these sections culminate in 

a sad, contemplative section, representing the tramp's emotional hardship. Musically, 

this is also indicative of Chadwick's departure from his earlier style (Example 2.4). The 

harmonic scheme and orchestration of this section show the influence of French 

Impressionism. The preceding B-flat dominant seventh chord (not shown) is left 

unresolved, proceeding instead to a series of unrelated seventh chords. The 

impressionistic flavor is further enhanced by glissandi in the harp and the indication sul 

• 
ponticello ( over the bridge) in the violas and cellos. 
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Lento misterioso. 
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Example 2.4. Symphonic Sketches, mvt. 4, meas. 202-206. 

The composition and subsequent success of the Symphonic Sketches eventually 

led Chadwick away from the composition of abstract works. Although he would write 

two more abstract orchestral pieces; Sinfonietta in 1904, and Suite Symphonique in 1909; 

Chadwick's main orchestral emphasis, and his lasting contribution, would be the writing 

of symphonic poems. In all, he wrote four, Cleopatra, Aphrodite, Tam O 'Shanter, and 
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Angel of Death. Cleopatra and Angel of Death bear the subtitle "Symphonic Poem." 

Chadwick uses more descriptive subtitles for Aphrodite ("Symphonic Fantasy") and Tarn 

O 'Shanter ("Symphonic Ballade"). Whatever the case, all four can be viewed together as 

belonging to the same genre. 

Tarn O 'Shanter is widely recognized as Chadwick's finest composition of the 

genre. Brief mention of the two preceding symphonic poems help place elements of Tarn 

O 'Shanter in perspective, however. Most notable in Cleopatra is Chadwick's interest in 

telling a story as related by a great author of the past. 

Completed in 1904 and first heard in 1905, Cleopatra, Chadwick's first 
symphonic poem, comes with a program based on the Cleopatra of Plutarch, not 
Shakespeare. It depicts her journey down the Nile, the coming of Antony, the 
lovers' obsession with each other, the woeful end of Antony, the lamentation and 
death of Cleopatra, and the entombment of the two lovers in one grave. A 
strangeness, sensuousness, and exoticism not normally encountered in 
Chadwick's instrumental music enter the melodies and harmonies.'^ 

Chadwick's interest in visual art inspired his next symphonic poem. Aphrodite, 

commissioned by the Norfolk (Connecticut) Festival in 1912. This "symphonic fantasy" 

was inspired by Chadwick's admiration of an ancient sculpture of the head of Aphrodite 

on display at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts.'' Like the Symphonic Sketches, 

Chadwick prefaces the score with a poem from his own pen. 

In a dim vision of the long ago 
Wandering by a far-off Grecian shore 
Where streaming moonlight shone on golden sands 
And melting stars dissolved in silver seas, 

I humbly knelt at Aphrodite's' shrine 
Imploring her with many a fervent prayer 

Tawa, 125. 
Yellin, Chadwick Yankee Composer, 138. 
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To tell the secret of her beauty's power 
And the depths of the ocean whence she sprang. 
At last the wave bom goddess raised her hand 
And smiling said: "O mortal youth behold!" 
Then all these mysteries passed before mine eyes. 

This preface provided a departure and a great deal of creative freedom for Chadwick. He 

structured the composition into eight episodes: Moonlight on the Sea, Storm, Requiem, 

The Lovers, Children Playing, Approach of a Great Army, Hymn to Aphrodite, and 

Finale. A musical introduction precedes the depiction of these fantastic visions. 

There are several elements of Aphrodite worthy of mention. With regards to 

instrumentation and color, Chadwick employs a large orchestra, including a wide array of 

percussion instruments (snare drum, field drum, cymbals, bass drum, tam-tam, triangle, 

and church bells). Also interesting is his use of off stage trumpets and field drums in the 

section. Approach of a Great Army. Indications for off-stage instruments (in the north; in 

the south) add a theatrical punch to the simple military cadence and bugle calls. 

Exploring similarities between this section and the last movement of Respighi's Pines of 

Rome, written twelve years later, are, while intriguing, beyond the scope of this 

document. Also of relevance is the use of solo viola. This timbre is used to evoke a 

feeling of distant places. This predilection for the unusual will again be utilized in the 

viola solo to Tam O 'Shunter. 

French elements are found in abundance in Aphrodite. The use of French terms to 

denote certain instruments {altos, cor anglais) provides a clue to other influences found 

in the score. 
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More to the point of taking his lead from the modem French school is 
Chadwick's experimentation with simultaneous figuration, novel instrumentation, 
chromatic harmony, and dynamics modulation to create structure. The sonority of 
"Moonlight on the Sea," for example, described as "beautifully luminous," is 
fabricated from intervals oscillating at various speeds, depicting the quick ripples 
and longer swells .... Here, the graduation from the interior Teutonic moodiness 
of Melpomene to the Cnidian en plein air seascape show how far Chadwick 
traveled artistically from Leipzig to Paris in the quarter century that separates his 
dramatic overture and Aphrodite. 18 

Indeed, the opening section has the look and feel of a French score (Example 2.5). 

' i . ··~· · .. i ~ "...i~i -.Ii. ~~ ···----l •,t•,w 
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I: I. J 
' '.- Ct lnu. I I I I 

';..v,0 1.1. ,,.0,r, -

..... - __., '--·- · \..-·_. , ....... ......, ..... -~ ...... - ...,. '-•• _., ,,_.,,'!,.., "-. .. '!..,, ...... - ...., ........ ,._•....-...:,,, ..... -.......,._ 
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Example 2.5. Aphrodite, "Moonlight on the Sea," meas. 77-81. 

18 Yellin, Chadwick: Yankee Composer, 140. 
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Chadwick's experiences with descriptive orchestral writing in the earlier concert 

overtures, and the later symphonic poems provided him with a collection of successful 

compositions. The strict German view of emotive writing had been spiced with more 

descriptive elements common to French and Russian scores. All of these elements would 

be vital for his next orchestral venture. Tarn O 'Shanter, the culmination of his descriptive 

writing. 
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CHAPTERS 

ANALYSIS OF TAMO'SHANTER 

Background 

Following the commission for Aphrodite, Chadwick decided to write another 

orchestral work for the Norfolk Festival. For subject matter Chadwick chose Tarn 

O'Shanter, the only narrative poem of Scottish poet Robert Bums (1759-1796). 

Chadwick's previous attempts at programmatic writing only touched on the idea of story 

and specific action, dealing mainly with mood or singular events. The fantastic tale 

presented in the Scottish narrative poem furnished Chadwick with many new 

possibilities. The different approach would even effect the subtitle, instead of 

"'symphonic poem" or "tone poem," the more apt description, "symphonic ballade" is 

employed. 

The Tarn O 'Shanter of Robert Bums tells the tale of a misguided protagonist, 

Tam, who stays out late drinking at the tavern against the wishes (and warnings) of his 

wife, Kate. Into a ferocious storm, Tam leaves the tavern on his old gray mare, Meg, also 

referred to as Maggie in die poem. He begins to doubt the wisdom of staying so late as 

he passes sites of ill-done deeds, when the haunted church Kirk Alio way appears. Tam 

finds he has happened upon an devilish gathering, complete with witches, other assorted 

creatures fi"om beyond, and the devil, himself The devil plays a terrifying tune on the 

bagpipes, starting a dance of ever increasing speed and intensity. Tam, caught up in the 

excitement, and with his eye on a particularly attractive witch yells out, "Weel done cutty 
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sark," a reference to the revealing dress she is wearing. The lights immediately go out 

and a chase begins, the demons pursuing Tam throughout the countrj'side. Just as he is 

about to be caught, Tam reaches a river and makes it across in time. By legend these evil 

doers carmot cross water, so Tam escapes unscathed. Maggie, his trusty mount, is not so 

lucky, however. The pursuers catch Maggie's tail and rip it off. The poem ends with a 

warning to carousing folk with the words: "Remember Tam O'Shanter's mare." 

Setting this story to music must have been an exciting challenge to Chadwick. 

The mood and pictorial elements of the poem provided ample inspiration. There may be 

another motivation, however, on a social and historical level. 

(Chadwick's) Tam O' Shanter may also be viewed as a cultural statement. It was 
a reaffirmation of an ethnicity based on and supporting common American-British 
values during a period of chaotic change in the United States. The piece 
represents not only the work of the most identifiably American composer to date, 
but also an English-speaking tradition that transcends geographical boundaries... 
.In this Chadwick was not alone. His colleague, Horatio Parker, to whom the 
ballad is dedicated, made a druidic princess the heroine of his opera Mona... 
.Edward MacDowell's Fourth Sonata for Piano, subtitled "Keltic"... .Mrs. 
H.H.A. Beach's first widely performed orchestral work was titled Gaelic 
Symphony... .To these may be added other contemporary Anglo-American 
works. . .as ftuther examples of a cultural consciousness that culminated in the 
United States entry during World War I on the side of the Allies, against 
Germany. 

In a preface to the score, the composer has provided the conductor with a brief 

analysis to the action, complete with reference to poetic lines. This helps the conductor 

identify major sections with appropriate mood and stylistic considerations. The prefatory 

" Yellin, Chadwick: Yankee Composer, 144. 
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material is only a sketch, however. A more complete examination of the score as it 

relates to Bums's text is required to better understand Chadwick's visionary work. 

Analysis 

Chadwick's Tarn O 'Shunter follows the story in the poem with two notable 

exceptions. First, Chadwick omits any musical reference to the first three stanzas of 

Bums's poem, as they are background in nature and not instrumental to the story. 

Chadwick also switches events, starting the piece with the powerful and pictorial storm, 

rather than the scene in the tavern; thus placing the seventh stanza prior to the fourth 

stanza. This does not change the effect of the story. On the contrary, it immediately 

draws the listener into the drama and dark mood of the tale. 

The large orchestral forces employed for Tarn O 'Shanter provide a suitable 

palette. Tarn O 'Shanter is scored for three flutes (I piccolo), two oboes, English horn, 

four clarinets (one in D. two in B-flat, and one B-flat bass clarinet), two bassoons, four 

homs, three trumpets in B-flat, two tenor trombones, bass trombone, tuba, auxiliary 

percussion (see below), timpani, harp and strings. Of note is the absence of the 

contrabassoon. With Chadwick's favoring of low woodwind registers in this piece, the 

omission of the traditional bass member of the woodwinds is curious. Also intriguing is 

his use of the clarinet in D, previously used to much acclaim by Ilichard Strauss. One 

would expect that Chadwick might use the instrument as Strauss had for Till 

Eulenspiegel, especially considering Tam's capricious nature. The instnmient is never 



used as a solo voice, however. Instead, this soprano member of the clarinet family is 

used to double other woodwind parts, most commonly flute lines. While this fails to 

explore the soloistic possibilities of the instrument, the doubling effect adds extra attack 

and bite to the melodic lines and rhythmic motives. 

Of particular interest are the auxiliary percussion instruments used in Tarn 

0 'Shanter. Chadwick calls for the usual instruments such as timpani, bass-drum, and 

cymbals. Keyed percussion instruments, glockenspiel and xylophone, are employed, for 

melodic effect. The unusual additions of wood-drum, Chinese-drum, sand-block, and 

rattle make the score particularly noteworthy. While the sand-block is the same as the 

present-day instrument, the nomenclature of the other instruments causes questions for 

modem performers. The wood-drum is a vague indication, and may mean a wood-block 

or, perhaps timbales. The Chinese-drum was the forerunner of the present day tom-tom. 

"Rattle" is also a vague designation, although examination of the score leads to the 

conclusion that the ratchet was the desired instrument. As will be seen in the following 

analysis, all of these percussion instruments provide Chadwick with an arsenal for special 

effects. 

The "symphonic ballade" is set in a six part form, consisting of an introduction, 

four action sequences and an extended coda. Thematically, all sections are separate, 

except where important motives recur to aid in cohesion of the story. As mentioned 

above, the first section, introduction, is the storm. The second section represents Tam 

and his fnends in the tavern. The third section is a skillful working of an action 
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sequence, Tam riding home through the storm. The fourth section, the orgiastic dance in 

the haunted church, contains some of Chadwick's most imaginative orchestrations. The 

fifth section is the chase scene. After Maggie's tale is ripped off, the piece closes with an 

extensive coda (83 measures), which sums up the entire experience in a reflective 

maimer. 

Chadwick's opening storm is one of fur>' and ambiguity, inspired by the Bums's 

seventh stanza. 

The wind blew as 'twad blown its last; 
The rattling showers rose on the blast; 
The speedy gleams the darkness swallow'd; 
Loud, deep, and lang, the thimder bellow'd 
That night, a child might understand. 
The Deil had business on his hand. 

Measure 1-26 27-45 46-65 

Theme chromatic wind, 
thunder 

swirling wind, 
thunder claps 

transition, scene 
changes, storm 
dissipates 

Tonality G minor/ambiguous ambiguous ambiguous (G 
pedal) 

Poetic reference Stanza 7 
"The wind blew as 
'twad blawn its 
last" 

same N/A 

Remarks augmented chords, 
frequent harmonic 
shifts, highly 
chromatic 

arpeggiated 
sequence, 
sf timpani attacks 
imitate thimder 

pizzicato cello/ 
bass and 
woodwind 
chords, unclear 
harmonic 
direction 

Table 1. Tam 0'Shanter,\n\xod\xcl\on 
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The musical storm effectively captures the spirit of the poetic lines, providing a 

sense of uncertainty and ambiguity. The musical language is exceedingly chromatic. In 

the preface, Chadwick refers to the section as harmonically in G minor, but the high 

degree of chromaticism and extensive use of augmented chords makes the tonality 

difficult to discern. The scoring for the woodwinds is in a relatively low register, adding 

a unique, unearthly sound. This is a most effective way for the composer to set the stage 

for the ensuing story. In addition, cross rhythms, and hemiolas occur in abundance 

(Example 3.1). 

Two melodic ideas occur in the introduction. The first is a series of rising and 

falling chromatic lines, reminiscent of the waxing and waning wind. Chadwick makes 

effective use of "dovetail" dynamics to indicate the unpredictability of the storm. The 

second melodic idea, an arpeggiated figure in the strings, occurs at a sudden tempo and 

meter change. While the strings may be simply representing a more fierce wind, the 

cymbals and timpani provide interest with representations of lightning and thunder 

(Example 3.2). This idea returns later as a part of the story, serving as a transition 

between the first two main sections of the piece. 
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Example 3.1. Tam O 'Shanter, introduction, meas. 1-10 
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Example 3 .2. Tam O 'Shanter, second part of introduction, strings and percussion. 

Harmonically, the storm music is quite unclear, due to the natural ambiguity of 

augmented chords combined with extensive melodic chromaticism. The octave G in the 

strings at the opening returns at the end of the section, functioning as a dominant pedal to 

take the music to the first section, in C Major. 

The transition to this first main section is quite ingenious. Chadwick may have 

surprised the listener with the fierce storm music, but now must fhange the scene to the 

warm tavern without losing the feelings of ambiguity. He achieves this by fading out the 
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Storm tremolo in the strings, then proceeding to a mysterious series of pizzicato notes in 

the cellos and basses. These notes, outlining a D-flat minor triad in second inversion, are 

answered with a sustained series of chords in the flutes clarinets and bassoons; E-major, a 

misspelled B-major triad, and an-e minor triad respectively. While this has the fimction 

in the key of E-major (or minor) as vi6/4-I6/4-V6-i, subsequent pizzicato notes indicate 

the passage is still in search of a desired tonic. Unsatisfied with the previous resolution, 

the cellos and basses outline a C-sharp half-diminished seventh chord, again pizzicato, 

providing a more insistent suggestion for the enharmonic D-flat. The listener carmot 

know that Chadwick intends to resolve C-sharp/D-flat down to the key of C-major, 

instead of up to D, the half step thus functioning as a reverse leading-tone. This time, the 

answering chords are harmonically clearer. After a non-committal A-minor chord, the 

timpani enters with the persistent G-pedal over an F-major seventh chord. The inevitable 

dominant-seventh chord finally occurs, one measure before the first main section. A 

suspension occurs over this chord to reinforce the previous harmonic tension, thus 

delaying the pure dominant-seventh chord until the fourth beat (Example 3.3). In 

actuality, Chadwick has effectively delayed the establishment of a key for the first sixty-

five measures of the composition. 
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Example 3.3 . Tam O'Shanter, transition to A-section, meas. 57-67. 
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The first main section of Tam O 'Shanter represents Tam and his friends in the 

tavern. 

Measure 66-99 100-121 

Theme Tam's theme transition, storm 
returns 

Tonality C Major ambiguous 
Poetic reference Stanzas 4-6 Stanza 7, storm 

"But to our tale" etc. references from the 
Introduction 

Remarks folk-like melody, Intro music, both 
pentatonic, "Scotch-snap" themes truncated. 

string/brass chords to 
close 

Table 2. Tam O'Shanter, A-Section, Tam's Theme 

For the theme, Chadwick creates a melody with many characteristics of a Scottish folk-

tune. The melody is not of actual folk origin, but a reasonable facsimile. The scale used 

is pentatonic, a favored choice for Chadwick. (Chadwick used the pentatonic scale for 

many of his compositions, dating back to the Symphony No. 2 in 1884). Combined with a 

"Scotch-snap" rhythm, he manages to create a very authentic sounding tune with 

appropriate ethnic flavor (Example 3.4). 

Example 3.4. Tam O 'Shanter, Tam's theme, meas. 66-73. 
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There are no specific action sequences represented in this section. Rather, the 

mood and setting are conveyed by the upbeat melody, straight-forward harmonies and 

clean, concise orchestration. The mood is interrupted in measure 100 by the return of 

both storm motives. This functions as the transition to the next section. Again, the end 

of the transition is harmonically interesting. The storm music dies away, as before. The 

D-flat occurs again in the bass, only this time with a different function and destination. 

The harmonies have been influenced by the chromatic movement in the melody, resting 

momentarily on a G-flat major chord. Again, the question-answer segment appears, 

although this time between the strings and the low brass (trombones and tuba). A series 

of root movement by thirds occur, although not always true third-relationships; G-flat 

major, B-dominant seventh, D-flat major, F-half-diminished seventh, B-flat major, D-

minor, and finally a German Augmented-sixth chord in the key of D-minor (Example 

3 .5). M.1.11.l 
B. Trh. 
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The second main section, or B-section, begins with music marked quasi 

recitativo. Chadwick makes excellent use of this operatic style to create a masterful 

condensed action scene (Example 3.6). Although Burns makes no comment on Tam 

actually mounting his horse, Chadwick appears to take some liberty in moving the story 

along. Even with no explanation in the prefatory material or elsewhere, it is obviously a 

section which denotes a series of actions. 
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Example 3.6 Tam O'Shanter, condensed action sequence, meas. 122-126. 
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This section may be interpreted as representing an inebriated Tarn, emerging from 

the tavern (ascending scale), stumbling, perhaps down some stairs (falling arpeggio 

pattern), slowly mounting his horse (oboe half-step), settling into the saddle isforzando 

sixteenth-notes), the horse's reaction to a rider in the saddle (cello^ass eighth-notes), and 

a final gust of wind before they depart for home (timpani/suspended- cymbal crescendo 

and diminuendo). All of this action takes place in only five measures, making for a 

increasingly condensed, yet exceedingly descriptive passage. Although this may seem 

"cartoonish," Chadv/ick's biographer reminds us that; 

Thinking of the music in cinematic terms may give a clearer idea of 
Chadwick's musical conception. Of course, the cinema may be defined as the art 
of moving pictures according to the principles of music, not the other way around. 
For an essentially visually oriented culture, however, invisible music may be best 
understood in terms of pictures in motion.^" 

Although no materials were encountered during research that would confirm the 

above analysis, it seems likely that the section was included with descriptive intent. The 

fact that Chadwick included the indication quasi recitativo fiorther supports this theory, as 

the operatic style was traditionally employed for purposes of dialogue and action. 

Whatever the case, this interpretation may help the conductor make sense of the 

seemingly incongruous five measures. 

Yellin, Chadwick: Yankee Composer, 149. 
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The B-section can be categorized as a three part form with an introduction 

(described above), three "action" segments which correspond to the poem, and a short 

closing section. 

Measure 122-126 127-144 145-160 161-182 183-201 

Theme Introduction trotting "Old Scot's Kirk transition 
Tam mounts motive. tune" and Alloway faster 
his horse Tam's Tam's trotting 

theme in theme theme 
minor 

Tonality A minor A minor/ G minor/ B-flat minor transitory 
F# minor F minor ends in D 

minor 
Poetic N/A stanza 8, stanzas 8-9 stanza 8 stanzas 
reference part of 9-10 

stanza 10 
Remarks condensed descriptive insecurity. utilizes old frantic 

action fragment of music Scottish music 
sequence Tam's speeds up tune Tam's 

theme "Martyrs" theme 
slow and 
in minor 
at end. 
feelings 
of dread 

Table 3. Tarn O 'Shanter, B-section, Tam and Meg/Kirk Alloway. 

The B-section is fully initiated when Tam, now securely mounted on his mare, 

begin riding down the road towards home. A rhythmic "trotting" motive occurs in the 

strings in A minor. This is interrupted by a musical burst of wind reminding us that the 

two are riding through a storm (Example 3.7). 
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Example 3.7. Tam O 'Shanter, Trotting motive and wind burst, meas. 130-133. 
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The trotting motive also accompanies Tam's theme, now in minor, played by the 

woodwinds. A new theme occurs in conjunction with the two in the second segment, 

most likely the "auld Scots sonnet" referred to in the poem. In all, the music of the first 

two segments closely follow the text of the poem. 

Weel mounted on his grey mare, Meg— 
A better never lifted leg~ 
Tam skelpit on thro' dub and mire. 
Despising wind, and rain, and fire; 
Whiles holding fast his gude blue bonnet; 
Whiles crooning o'er some auld Scots sonnet; 
Whiles glow'ring round with prudent cares, 
Lest bogles catch him unawares: 
Kirk-Alloway was drawing nigh, 
Whare ghaists and houlets nightly cry. 

Chadwick makes effective use of motivic fragmentation in this section. This supports 

material from the ninth stanza of the poem, where Tam is riding past locations of past ill-

deeds, namely smotherings, hangings, and murders. Rather than attempt to depict such 

places musically, Chadwick instead relies on fragmenting Tam's formerly secure theme. 

Tam's self-doubt is effectively conveyed through the use of this device (Example 3.8). 
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Example 3.8. Tam O 'Shanter, fragmentation of Tam's theme, meas. 139-142. 

One curious addition to the second segment is the use of the wood-block, 

indicated as "wood-drum" in the score. In a later generation, this might represent the 

sound of horses hooves. This conclusion may also be reached in Tam O 'Shanter by the 

casual observer, but further examination suggests that a specific sound effect was 

probably not intended. Since Maggie has been trotting along without the wood-block for 

eighteen measures, it seems unlikely that Chadwick would wait to insert such a specific 

reference. Also, the staggered entrances and lack of rhythmic continuity render the 

wood-block improbable for the representation of hooves. A precise correlation in the 

poem is also difficult to find. The theme in measure 146 can provide an answer 
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(Example 3.9). Chadwick probably intended this new theme to be the "auld Scots 

sonnet" referred to in the eighth stanza. In this passage, Burns writes of Tam glancing 

nervously about the woods, knowing that the haunted church is drawing close. It may be 

that Chadwick scored the wood-block as a musical "bump-in-the-night" to heighten the 

listeners' awareness. 
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Example 3.9. Tam O'Shanter, wood-block effect with trotting figure and "auld 
Scots sonnet." 
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The third segment of the B-section represents the appearance of Kirk Alloway, the 

haunted church. Here, Chadwick uses an actual Scottish tune called "Martyrs.""' Scored 

for trombones and horns, the innocent tune soon transforms to awesome proportions, as 

the entire brass section builds the intensity of the theme. This represents the appearance 

of Kirk Alloway. One is reminded of Debussy's svmken cathedral or Mussorgsky's final 

metamorphosis of main theme in Pictures at an Exhibition. It is likely that Chadwick 

was familiar with these scores, although it is uncertain, if he received any inspiration for 

this section fi-om these sources. 

Also worthy of note is the change the Kirk Alloway theme induces on the trotting 

motive. This new rhythmic figure appears to be a metamorphosis of the trotting motive. 

The original trotting figure does reappear at points of repose, however. This change 

provides the entire segment contains a great deal of dramatic effect (Example 3.10). 

Tawa, 127. 
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Example 3.10. Tam O'Shanter, Kirk Alloway theme, meas. 161-164 

A two-part transition begins at the climax of the Kirk Alloway theme. The frantic 

first part is followed by a dramatically slow statement of Tam's theme in dorian mode, 

played in octaves supported only by open fifths in the horns. This gives Tam's theme a 

foreboding quality, foreshadowing coming action (Example 3 .11 ). The final sound of the 

B-section is one of distant thunder, as timpani roll sounds the dominant note to the next 

section. 
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Example 3.11. Tam O 'Shanter, close ofB-section, Tam's theme (foreboding) and 
distant thunder, meas. 191-201 

The third main section of Tam O 'Shanter (C-section) represents the wild dance of 

the witches and demons, and is an example of Chadwick's command oflate-romantic 

orchestration. Indeed, it contains the most exotic orchestration of any Chadwick work. 

The music of this section covers a large portion of the poem (the tenth through fourteenth 

stanzas). In these passages, Bums provides a detailed account of the orgiastic celebration 

and Tam's fascination with a particular "winsome wench." 

For Chadwick's rendering, this represents the core of the composition. The dance 

section is in a large four-part form with a coda, each having distinct melodies and 
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characteristics. Here, Chadwick leaves the specifics of the poem behind and writes his 

own "symphonic fantasy." Chadwick writes in the preface to the score: 

There is squealing of bagpipes (oboe and bassoon) and a rough hornpipe dance 
tune. "No cotillion bent new frae France" (solo viola); both tunes afterwards 
repeated in combination by the whole orchestra. There are rattling of bones 
(xylophone), unearthly shrieks from the clarinets and muted horns and dismal 
groans from the trombones and tuba. The tempo continually accelerates, and 
finally ends with a furious reel in which every instrument in the orchestra plays its 
loudest and fastest. 
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Measure 201-264 265-294 295-324 325-380 381-393 394-405 
Theme Cotillion 3/4 dance Interlude Furious Coda, reel Transi

tune tune reel and part tion 
of 
cotillion 

Tonality D minor G minor/ unclear C minor/ C-sharp transi
modal A minor chromatic F minor minor tory 
inferences dimin. 

chords 
Poetic stanza 10 stanza 10 stanza 10 stanza 11- stanza 11- Stanza 
reference "He no "To note 14 14 14 

screw'd specific upon the "furious "The "Weel 
the reference haiy reel" dancers done 
pipes..." table..." quick and Cutty-
etc. etc. quicker sark! 

flew." And in 
an 
instant 
all was 
dark." 

Remarks musical meter may be special musical highly 
realism. change describing effects summatio des
devilish xylophone Tarn's shrieks. n criptive 
bagpipes reference curiosity groans. furioso French 
and fiddle to of the bass elem
music. skeleton's murder "pinched" ents 
solo viola bones weapons arco. ambi

on the wood- guous 
altar. drum. harmon
Transition Chinese- ically 
to next drum 
section 

Table 4. Tarn O'Shanter, C-Section, Dance. 
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Chadwick begins the dance section with a realistic depiction of bagpipes, inspired 

by a line describing the Devil playing the Scottish instrument: "He screw' d the pipes and 

gart them skirl" (Example 3.12). 
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Example 3.12. Tam O'Shanter, bagpipe imitation, meas. 201-204. 

What follows may also be considered brilliant and appropriate scoring. The cotillion 

tune, was composed in the manner of a Scottish fiddle tune. Instead of placing it in the 

violin, the expected voice, the melody is given to the solo viola. While this may not seem 

unusual, one should consider the expected timbre for a solo fiddle tune. The viola timbre 

is more nasal, especially on the A-string. The strident tone helps to convey the image 

that something is not quite right at this celebration. Accentuating the strangeness of the 

solo are left-hand pizzicati, open fifth and fourth double-stops, and virtuosic arpeggiated 

figures. The scratchy accompaniment of the sand-block adds to the macabre scene 

(Example 3.13). 
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Example 3.13. Tam O'Shanter, cotillion melody, meas. 211-215. 
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Example 3.13 (cont.). Tam O 'Shanter, cotillion melody, meas. 216-221 
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Interrupting the viola solo is an eight measure repeated section which 

demonstrates both realism and a sense of fantasy (Example 3.14). The open harmonies 

and aeolian mode enhance the "realistic" effect of the music. Fantastic sounds come from 

the violin section's false harmonics, and the muted trumpets, providing an eerie pall. 
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Example 3.14. Tam O 'Shanter, musical realism coupled with fantasy, meas. 221-
228. 
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After the tutti orchestra plays the cotillion melody, the second section (meas. 265-

294) begins with a quicker tempo and change to triple meter. The Scotch-snap rhythm 

and the modal flavor (lowered seventh scale degree) are still present. While the tempo is 

marked slightly faster, this new melody conveys a more graceful dance than the previous 

episode (Example 3.15). This is due to the fact that the melodic rhythm moves by 

measure, rather than by beat as in the first dance melody. One can imagine a scene 

change, where a new group of dancers appear. Perhaps these are the old hags mentioned 

in the poem. On the other hand, Chadwick may have been constructing a scene of pure 

fantasy, such as he did in Aphrodite, leaving the interpretation up to the audience. Also 

of note are the xylophone notes, representing the rattling of bones, another element not 

mentioned in the poem. 
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Example 3.15. Tam O'Shanter, second dance melody, meas. 265-269 
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What follows adds credence to the theory that this entire dance section was 

conceived of as fantasy, with no specific action represented. The third portion of the 

dance, an interlude, is actually only a series of motives. Curiously the tempo 

immediately slows down, in contrast to the poem which suggests that the music is in a 

constant state of acceleration. The tempo change, although marked Poco meno mosso, is 

actually more drastic according to Chadwick's metronome markings, a sudden change 

from 108 to 92 beats to the quarter note. It is quite probable that this short transitional 

section serves an extra-musical purpose. One possible function may that of introducing 

the "particularly winsome wench" that Tam becomes fixated upon. Another credible 

explanation is that this section reflects Tam's looking upon the various murder weapons 

which have been laid out on the altar. In the latter case, the subsequent accelerando 

might signify Tam's realization of the grisly scene. 

Although Bums does not relate this slowing of tempo in the poem, Chadwick's 

version also serves a theatrical purpose. By immediately slowing, and then accelerating 

to an even faster tempo, attention is shifted. Assuming the audience is acquainted with 

the stor>' beforehand, they will expect the tempo to continue getting faster. The sudden 

tempo change changes this expectation. Although this may simply be transitional 

material, it makes sense that attention to a new element (e.g. the "winsome wench" or 

"murderer's bains") appear somewhere in the dance. By changing the tempo, Chadwick 
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has masterfully added a theatrical component to what at first appears to be a mere 

transition. 

The accelerando of the "theatrical" section lead directly into the fastest and most 

frenzied part of the dance. The fourth section ( meas. 325-393) is the capstone to the 

dance. It contains a new melody, in the form of a reel (or, an American hoe-down?). 

More interesting, however, is Chadwick's novel approach to orchestration. Initially, 

Chadwick instructs all instruments to play sempre fortissimo. Rather than keeping the 

music the same, he adds several splashes of orchestral color. Prevalent throughout are 

interesting percussion sounds, such as the wood-drum and Chinese-drum. Dynamic 

changes occur to help these timbres project clearly (Example 3 .16). 
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Example 3.16. Tam O'Shanter, percussion effects, meas. 340-345. 



The xylophone returns, again representing bones, reminiscent of several 

compositions by Saint-Saens. Also highly descriptive shrieks, groans, and strange 

growling sounds are inventively scored (Example 3 .17). Of note is the indication, 

"pinching the string," directing the string basses to play without regard to tone. The 

musical image is quite effective. 
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Example 3.17. Tam O'Shanter, special effects, meas. 364-368. 
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A coda sums up the entire dance, featuring the reel tune and a portion of the 

cotillion melody played simultaneously. Chadwick's markings offurioso, energico. and 

sempre ff, help the performers and audience alike to reach the climactic conclusion of the 

section. 

The culmination of this extended dance section, where Tam shouts, "Weel done, 

Cutty-sark," serves as the transition into the chase scene. This short transition forms an 

effective shift to emphasize the change of mood. All of the fury of the preceding dance 

stops, leaving only the timbre of the four horns and two bassoons playing in unison, con 

tutta forza. Chadwick returns to an operatic idea as well, as the words, "Weel done 

Cutty-sark," can easily be sung to the melody. One can almost hear Tam exclaiming the 

fateful words. Chadwick then changes to a quiet, harmonically ambiguous section to 

relate the line, "and in an instant all was dark." Adding to the sense of tension are tam

tam notes which close each quizzical statement. One can envision the witches and other 

ghouls slowly turning their heads to meet the gaze of the intruder (Example 3.18). 



Example 3.18. "Weel done Cutty-Sark! And in an instant all was dark," meas. 
394-400. 
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This transition out of the dance serves as an introduction into the next main 

section, the chase (D-section). One of the last precise text reference occurs during the 

transition, immediately before the chase begins. "As bees bizz out wi' angry fuss" is 

musically painted by an accelerating, rising chromatic line (Example 3.19). 
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Example 3.19. Tam O 'Shanter, musical "bee swarm," meas. 401-405. 
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Measure 396-405 406-478 
Theme transition/introduction chase music 
Tonality unfocused unclear—outlines of 

augmented chords then 
frequent shifts of tonal 
center~D minor/F 
minor/ 
C major/G minor/E 
minor 

Poetic reference stanza 14 "And in an 
instant all was dark" 
stanza 15 "As bees buzz.. 

Stanza 15-16 

Remarks descriptive to the text constant key shifting—no 
cadences—never resting 

Table 5. Tarn O 'Shanter, D-Section, Chase scene. 
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The ensuing chase music is very effective. The music never cadences, indeed 

rarely establishes any semblance of key. Rather, Chadwick returns to his French-

influenced ambiguity of augmented chords, and non-functional key relationships. The 

eerie wood-block, rattle (ratchet) and Chinese-drum (tom-tom) remind the listener of the 

pursuing minions. Melodically, there is little to grasp on to, a series of fast arpeggios and 

Mussorgsky-like brass fanfares flit between strings and brass (Example 3.20). 
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Example 3.20. Tam O 'Shanter, chase music, meas. 435-441. 
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Tam' s theme finally returns, in E minor, signifying the river is in sight. The section ends 

as Maggie ' s tail is tom off with the sound of an accented B-flat major chord, in first 

inversion (Example 3.21). 
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Example 3.21. Tam O 'Shanter, end of the chase scene, meas. 475-478. 
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Like some of the earlier music, this section is quite cinematic. The spirit of the 

music effectively transports the listener into the chase scene. While Chadwick was 

probably thinking in theatrical terms, it is interesting to note that such effective music 

could also accompany Ichabod Crane on his wild cinematic ride some two decades later. 

The large coda is an unusual formal element in the piece, since, until this point, 

Chadwick remained fairly close to the poetic verses. At this point the poem has one short 

stanza remaining. In contrast, Chadwick's coda lasts for eighty-three measures at a slow 

tempo. Chadwick provides a clue to his reasoning in the preface to the score. 

Then follows a short interlude of plaintive character, possibly suggestive of 
Maggie's varied emotions. The music now loses its delineative and programmatic 
character, and becomes more subjective. 

In the rather extended close, which is altogether reflective rather than 
illustrative, the "Tam O'Shanter" theme gradually returns; at first in Segments of 
the melody given to the wind instruments, and finally for divided strings and harp. 

But here it no longer depicts the carousals of the drunken Highlanders. It is 
transformed into a quiet sustained melody with simple harmonizing, purely lyrical 
in expression. A short episode then brings back fragments of the bagpipe and 
fiddle dance tunes in combination with the "Kirk Alloway" chorale, suggesting 
perhaps the moral of the last verse of the poem: 

"Remember Tam O'Shanter's mare." 
The piece ends quietly with a reminiscence of the "Tam O'Shanter" theme. 
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Measure 479-497 498-521 522-536 536-562 
Theme Maggie's reflective reminiscent Tam's 

varied Tarn's theme Kirk Alloway resolve 
emotions and dance 

fragments 
Tonality E-flat minor B major/ 

C major 
B-flat minor C major 

Poetic Stanza 17, in N/A N/A N/A 
reference general 
Remarks pensive, 

emotionally 
more legato 
than original 

memory of the 
journey and 

peaceful 
close 

unfocused statement dance, not as 
sinister, 
orchestration 
changes 

Table 6. Tarn O 'Shanter, Coda. 

While Chadwick's explanation effectively conveys the meaning of this section, it 

is interesting to note that he uses the words "possibly" and "perhaps" in the prefatory 

material. It is clear that the Chadwick is leaving exact meaning up to the listener. The 

repose of the closing section is reminiscent of Mussorgsky's A Night on Bald Mountain, 

Strauss' Till Eulenspiegel and Dukas' Sorcerer's Apprentice, pieces similar content. This 

also serves to illustrate the moral of the story, in this case, to remember what happened to 

Tam (and his horse) after a night of carousing. 

The music is changed in other ways as well, primarily during the short 

restatement of the Kirk Alloway chorale with several dance fragments. While the chorale 

is restated with all its menace and foreboding, the subsequent dance tunes are subtly 
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changed. The solo instrument is now the violin, the expected and not-so-menacing 

timbre for a fiddle-tune. The realistic bagpipe tune, accompanied by violin harmonics, so 

eerie in the dance section, is also re-orchestrated to be less menacing. In this reprise, a 

singular oboe plays the melody, sotto voce. The harmonics are now played by only one 

solo violin, rather than the entire section. The harmony has also changed. Instead of a 

minor mode, the music takes place over a dominant-seventh harmony. Perhaps this is 

Tam reflecting that the entire experience was not so bad after all (Example 3.22). 
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Example 3.22. Tam O 'Shanter, less-menacing dance tunes, meas. 530-534. 
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Tam O'Shanter closes with fragments of Tam's theme rising in the trumpets. The 

penultimate chord is also worthy of note as Chadwick found an ingenious way to use an 

altered dominant with a plagal flavor. Chadwick's choice is unusual in that by including 

a raised third to the diminished seventh chord, each voice is able to resolve to the tonic 

chord by half-step. Thus the each note of the chord (spelled B, D-sharp, F, A-flat), 

moves to the closest tonic chord tone (C, E, and G). The only exception lies in the bass. 

The Fin the bass resolves down to C, thus providing plagal repose to the final cadence. 

Thus, Chadwick was able to combine a rich post-romantic altered-dominant harmony 

without sacrificing the mood of the closing section (Example 3.23). 
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Example 3.23. Tam O 'Shanter, final cadence, meas. 555-559. 

When viewed as an entire composition, Chadwick's Tam O 'Shanter is a satisfying 

work. Not only does it relate Bums' narrative tale most effectively, but also adds 

excitement and drama to the telling of the tale. A rich gift for orchestral sonority and 

memorable tunes add to the effect of the composition. 

Tam O 'Shanter is certainly one of the most colorful scores by any 
American up until that time. Pomposity and sham are absent. Chadwick 
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manifests an acute faculty for instrumental combinations and music appropriate to 
the poem. After the Chicago Symphony presented the composition in January 
1916, a correspondent to the Boston Transcript praised its "sense of the sardonic," 
finding the music "quizzically humorous," "imaginative," "at once wry and 
picturesque." Chadwick, the writer said, had a sure sense of the Scottish, 
especially in the rhythms and in "a quirk of cadence." Yet, the reviewer found the 
Scottish tunes "closely akin to the prevalent 'Americanisms' of music."^ 

Chadwick's gift for scene painting reached its apex in this piece. Mood, images. 

and action are effectively described through the use of tempo, orchestration, and melodic 

patterns. Tarn O 'Shanter may have been the most inventive score by an American to 

date. Although this would be his last orchestral composition to gain public attention, it is 

fitting that it will be remembered as one of the finest examples of descriptive orchestral 

writing. 

~ Tawa, 127. 
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CONCLUSION 

No composer's output can be judged from a single composition, although in-depth 

study of one important work can provide clues to the compositional process and 

development of an zurtist. Examination of George Whitefield Chadwick's Tarn O 'Shanter 

provides a frame of reference, thus adding the correct perspective for the composer's 

development. Once these aspects are taken into consideration, a conductor will have the 

information to make an educated programming decision. 

Although witness to several revivals, George Chadwick's music remains largely 

neglected. One reason may be that conductors have difficulty categorizing his works. 

The early compositions rely heavily on German elements, especially those of the 

conservative romanticists. Chadwick's middle works move away from the tenets that he 

held so dear in his early works. The increase of descriptive writing and, especially, of 

non-German elements leads one to the conclusion that these are works which represent a 

composer undergoing an evolutionary change, or paradigm shift. Chadwick's later 

symphonic poems represent the realization of this change. 

In many respects, George Chadwick's music can be seen as a reflection of the 

society from whence it came. Often referred to as a melting pot, American society was 

experiencing a drastic shift during the years when Chadwick flourished. It may not be 

far-fetched to correlate this to the music he produced. Earlier "strictures" were 
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supplemented, changed and even disregarded in favor of new ideas. Musically, these 

ideas came from the "new" music of French, Russian, and radical German composers. 

Chadwick's Tarn O 'Shanter represents the culmination of this assimilation. Very 

few conservative German elements are present in this symphonic poem. Every element 

of the composition; melody, harmony, rhythm, orchestration and extra-musical depiction, 

are a result of "new" influences. It is impossible to quantify the effects that hearing, 

teaching and conducting this new music had on Chadwick's style, but Tarn O 'Shanter 

would not have been of the same ilk without it. 

The conductor, therefore, must look at each of Chadwick's compositions with 

individual attention, appraising the various influences at face value. Only then can he or 

she make an educated programming decision. Realized in this light, the continual 

evolution and metamorphosis of Chadwick's music can be seen as an exciting addition of 

new choices to the established repertou*e. 
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APPENDIX 

George Chadwick's Orchestral Music: A Conductor's Tool 

Early stvle; conservative German influences 
Rip Van Winkle Overture (1879), Luck's Music Library/Kalmus Orchestra Library 
Schoen Munchen, waltz (1880), manuscript 
Symphony No. 1 in C major (1881), manuscript 
Andante in G major (1882), manuscript 
Thalia, Comedy-Overture (1882), manuscript 
The Miller's Daughter, Overture (1884), manuscript 
Symphony No. 2 m B-flat major (1884), Arthur P. Schmidt. 
Melpomene, Dramatic-Overture (1887), Luck's Music Library/Kalmus Orchestra Library 
Serenade in F for String Orchestra (1890), manuscript 
A Pastoral Prelude (1891), manuscript 
Symphony No. 3 in F-major (1893), Luck's Music Library/Kalmus Orchestra Library 

Works with descriptive elements and/or "modem" influences 
Symphonic Sketches (1895-1904), Luck's Music Library/Kalmus Orchestra Library 
Adonais, Elegiac Overture (1899), manuscript 
Euterpe, Concert Overture (1903), Luck's Music Library/Kalmus Orchestra Library 
Sinfonietta in D major (1904), Luck's Music Library/Kalmus Orchestra Library 
Suite Symphonique (1909), Luck's Music Library/Kalmus Orchestra Library 
Jericho March (1919), manuscript 
Elegy (1920), manuscript 
Anniversary Overture (1922), manuscript 
Tre Pezzi (1923), manuscript 

Svmplionic poems 
Cleopatra (1903), manuscript 
Aphrodite (1911), Luck's Music Library/Kalmus Orchestra Library 
Tam O'Shanter (1915), Luck's Music Library/Kalmus Orchestra Library 
Angel of Death (1918), manuscript 
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